### Tire Service

**Alignment**

- **650 Imaging Aligner System**
  - **CALL 1-877-298-6651**
  - **FOR PRICING**
  - **HOFEMANN**
  - The Saferide 650 Imaging Alignment System is equipped with our best software package which combines the benefits of digital technology and Proven Quality. Our patented software quality assurance system allows for a more affordable, consistent, and high-quality service. The patented Digi-Vision display is used with high-resolution, high-speed LASERs to provide visual and directional assistance to technicians. Through the alignment of the vehicle, the Saferide 650 will boost your shop's productivity by allowing technicians to do more alignments in less time compared to conventional systems. Shown with optional variable-height camera support.

- **F.W.A. 4830 Easy 3D Image Wheel Alignment System**
  - **CALL 1-877-298-6648**
  - **FOR PRICING**
  - **BOSCH**
  - No Speed Required to Front Or Behind the Lift.
  - Easily Transfers From Bay To Bay
  - 3 Wheel Alignment (Measures In Less Than 30 Seconds)
  - Quick Audit Measurements Without An Alignment Rack
  - Mount Alignment Heads To Any Diameter Wheel
  - Mounts The Head Without Touching The Wheel Preventing Damage To The Wheel
  - Adapts To Wheels That Do Not Have A Lip Surface Available
  - Works With All Current Alignment Machines, New Or Old

**Alignment**

- **Tru Align Wheel Alignment Kit 680**
  - **SKU: 289899**
  - **$1,615.00**
  - **F.W.A.**
  - Takes The Wheel Out Of The Alignment Equation
  - Mount Alignment Heads To Any Diameter Wheel
  - Eliminates The Need For Adapters And Extensions
  - Mounts The Head Without Touching The Wheel Preventing Damage To The Wheel
  - Adapts To Wheels That Do Not Have A Lip Surface Available
  - Works With All Current Alignment Machines, New Or Old

- **Tru Align Storage Case**
  - **SKU: 289899I**
  - **$132.00**
  - **F.W.A.**
  - Organizes And Inventory All Parts At A Glance

**Tire Accessories**

- **3 Piece Wheel Repair Protector Impact Socket Set – 1/2” Drive**
  - **SKU: 972769**
  - **$59.00**
  - Includes Sizes: 17mm, 19mm and 21mm
  - Flexible Chrome Moly Steel Stops Turning When Required Torque is Reached
  - Includes: 17mm (Blue) and 21mm (Red)

- **Wheel Weights**
  - **730 Piece Starter Wheel Weight Assortment Kit with 8 Styles**
  - **SKU: 290015**
  - **$415.00**

- **Tire Accessories**
  - **3 Piece 1/2” Drive Extra-Thin Wall Wheel/ Nut Protector Impact Socket Set**
    - **SKU: 094442**
    - **$19.99**
    - **TRU Align**
    - Includes Sizes: 1099, 1299, 1599

### Tire Repair

**Tire Repair**

- **Euro Style Tire Patches for Passenger, SUV and Light Truck Tires**
  - **Mini Round, 1-3/8”**
    - **SKU: 576765**
    - **$6.00**
  - **Small Round, 1-5/8”**
    - **SKU: 576762**
    - **$5.00**
  - **Medium Round, 2”**
    - **SKU: 576763**
    - **$7.00**
  - **Small Square, 1-1/2”**
    - **SKU: 576764**
    - **$3.00**
  - **Medium Square, 1-3/4”**
    - **SKU: 576770**
    - **$5.00**

**Radial Repair Units**

- **Passenger Radial, 1-1/2” x 2-78”**
  - **SKU: 625555**
  - **$6.00**
- **Euro Style Radial, 2-1/4” x 4”**
  - **SKU: 297984**
  - **$12.00**

**String-Type Repair Inserts**

- **String-Type Insert, 4” Fat Brown**
  - **SKU: 576776**
  - **$12.00**
- **String-Type Insert, 8” Fat Brown**
  - **SKU: 57680**
  - **$12.32**

**Combination Repair Units**

- **Large Patch-Pig for 1/4” Injuries**
  - **SKU: 576779**
  - **$32.00**

**Tire Repair Chemicals and Mounting Lubricants**

- **Vulcanizing Cement, 8 oz.**
  - **SKU: 576761**
  - **$14.00**
- **Rubber-Roop Cleaner, 32 oz.**
  - **SKU: 576766**
  - **$14.00**
- **Beed Sealer, 32 oz.**
  - **SKU: 576780**
  - **$4.00**
- **Euro Paste Mounting Lube, 6-1/2 Lbs**
  - **SKU: 605764**
  - **$14.00**
- **Liquid Mounting Lubricant, 1 Gallon**
  - **SKU: 605765**
  - **$14.00**

**Tire Valves**

- **TR#417, 1/8”, 0.453 Rim Hole**
  - **SKU: 070648**
  - **$114.00**
- **TR#413, 3/16”, 0.550 Rim Hole**
  - **SKU: 071640**
  - **$10.00**
- **TR#414, 1/2-1/2”, 0.698 Rim Hole**
  - **SKU: 605761**
  - **$7.00**
- **TR#415, 1-1/4”, 0.625 Rim Hole**
  - **SKU: 576763**
  - **$5.00**
- **TR#446, 2”, 0.453 Rim Hole**
  - **SKU: 605781**
  - **$9.00**

**Tire Valve Accessories and Tools**

- **Valve Core, High Temp (Red)**
  - **SKU: 576774**
  - **$0.49**
- **Valve Cap, Black Plastic**
  - **SKU: 576757**
  - **$0.49**
- **Tread Depth Gauge**
  - **SKU: 405001**
  - **$0.60**

**Sheet Stock Tire Repair**

- **$1,500**

**Tool & Equipment Customer Service**

- **1-877-AZTool1 (1-877-298-6651)**

**Questions? Call AutoZone® Tool & Equipment Customer Service:**

**1-877-AZTool1 (1-877-298-6651)**

Prices Subject To Change Without Notice.
Tire Service

For a complete listing of Tire Changers, Wheel Balancers and any other Tire Service products, call your AutoZone Customer Service Representative at 1-877-298-6651.

Tire Changers

Model 5035E Tire Changer SKU 988892 AMM804704
- Electric Drive Turntable for Reduced Noise
- Rim Diameter External: 12”-18” External Rim Diameter Internal: 10”-22” Internal
- Rim Width: 10” Max
- Tire Diameter: 40” Max
- Includes: Lube Applicator, Lube Bottle, Bead Lift Tool, Hose with Air Chuck, Inflation Safety Limiter and Filter Lubricator

Model 5045E Tire Changer SKU 988894 AMM804707
- Rim Diameter External: 10”-21”
- Rim Diameter Internal: 12”-24”
- Rim Width: 10.5” Max
- Includes: Lube Applicator, Lube Bottle, Bead Lift Tool, Hose with Air Chuck, Inflation Safety Limiter and Filter Lubricator

Model 50X Rim Clamp Tire Changer SKU 979902 (Electric) AMM80050XAF2
- Exclusive Pedal-Actuated 3-Grained Tamping
- Extended Tapping Services
- Max Diameter 47”/1194mm
- Max Rim Diameter: 44”
- Max Rim Width: 3” to 22”
- Max Wheel Clamping Capacity: 10” to 22”

Digital Wheel Balancer SKU 977528 RANDST2420
- Motor: 3/4 HP 110v/220v 50/60hz 1 PH
- Balancing Modes: Dynamic/Static 3-Adapt
- Cycle Time: 0 to 5 Seconds
- Self Calibrating
- Max Tire Diameter: 47”/1194mm
- Max Tire Weight: 145 Lbs
- Balance Increments: 0.25 or 0.01 Oz
- Tilt Back Tower for Enhanced Maneuversability

Model 775 Wheel Balancer SKU 210246 AMM80500775
- For Low to Medium Volume Shops
- Handles Assemblies Up to 130 Lbs
- Integrated LED Monitor Displays, Easy to Read Visual Cues and Keypad Prompts for Clear Operation
- Multiple Static and Dynamic Modes
- Self Calibrating

Model 875 Wheel Balancer SKU 210248 AMM80500875
- For Low to Medium Volume Shops
- Standard Four Cone Set Can Handle Wheels up to 150 Lbs
- Automatic Distance and Diameter Entry

Wheel Balancers

Model 1000 Wheel Balancer SKU 212808 AMM80000495
- Powerful Direct Drive Motor and Microprocessor for Fast Cycle Times
- Eight Separate Balancing Modes
- Down/Up/Selectable Readings with Randomizer
- Automatic Self Calibrating

Goats

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.

Tire Service

NEW Tire Changers from BOSCH

TC 2205 Swing Arm Tire Changer
SKU: 289868
BOSF00E90083
1,992.00
- Powerful Bead Locking Arm With Pivoting Side Shovel
- Proven Swing Arm Design with Outside Clamping Up to 20”
- The Mount/Demount Shaft Has a High Hexagonal Design. (White Inflator Jars That Are Back Into Clamps Ensure Easy Bead Seating)
- Fire & Safe Inflation Process. There is a Tire Pressure Inflation Limiter
Lift Gate Service
SKU:298692
FREE DELIVERY! $50.00

NEW Wheel Balancers from BOSCH

WBE 4140 LCD Monitor Compact Wheel Balancer SKU:289890
BOSF00E900661
3,795.00
- Multiple Static and Dynamic Balance Modes
- Hidden Spoke Balancing Modes
- Positioning-Pen Locks Wheel During Weight Attachment
- Space Saving Hood Included Standard
- Dual-Clamp (Wingnut)
- Extended 40 mm Shaft.
- Standard Five Cone Passenger + Light Truck & Spacer
Lift Gate Service
SKU:298692
FREE DELIVERY! $50.00

WBE 4110 Digital Compact Wheel Balancer SKU:289869
BOSF00E900866
2,945.00
- Economical Entry-Level Digital Balancer Offers Automatic Distance and Diameter Measurement (CDD) Data Entry. The Center Panel is Simple and Intuitive for Increased Functionality. The Invisible Weight Mode Hides Weights Behind Symbols, While The Weight Optimization Mode Measures Individual Rim and Tire Inbalances. Also, The Technician To Match Tire/Rims for Reduced Weight Use.
- Positioning-Pen Locks Wheel During Weight Attachment
- Space Saving Hood Included Standard
- Dual-Clamp (Wingnut)
- Extended 40 mm Shaft
- Standard Five Cone Passenger + Light Truck & Spacer
Lift Gate Service
SKU:298692
FREE DELIVERY! $50.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.